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INTRODUCTION

Southwest desert alluvial basins seemingly offer significant potential for efficient subsurface storage of artificially- recharged

water and conjunctive management of limited water resources.

This re-

port presents a preliminary assessment of five southwest alluvial
basins in general proximity to the Central Arizona Project (CAP) aqueduct system.

Each of these basins is typical of the Southwest Basin

and Range Physiographic Province, which is characterized by broad,
deep alluvial- filled basins bounded by steep, rugged fault -block

mountain ranges.

Further, these basins are categorized into either

West or Central Basins on the basis of common lithologic, stratigraphic
and hydrogeologic properties (Pool, 1984).

Geography, hydrogeology,

surface soils, water sources and land- ownership patterns of each basin
are described relative to the potential of ground -water recharge.

FACTORS AFFECTING RECHARGE POTENTIAL
An assessment of recharge potential must consider the mechanics of
water movement in the vadose (unsaturated) zone which overlies the
ground -water table. Principal factors of water storage and transmission

that influence the amount and rate of recharge through the vadose zone
toward the water table include lithology, thickness and prevailing
moisture content of subsurface materials.

Overall thickness of the

vadose zone, represented by depth to the water table from land surface,
is perhaps the most basic factor to consider.

A second factor of im-

portance is the prevailing water content, relative to specific retention
(field capacity) of subsurface sediments comprising the vadose zone.

Moisture content is significant since field capacity of subsurface sediments must be exceeded before any infiltrated water is available for
recharge by free percolation.

An additional factor to consider is the

presence of fine -grained impeding layers favoring the development of
perched water.

Each of these factors affect the time of travel result-

ing in slow movement of water through the subsurface sediments.

Hence,

an excessively thick vadose zone (i.e. deep water table) may effectively
prohibit recharge water from reaching the water table due to wetting
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of the dry vadose zone beyond field capacity and lateral dispersion
caused by impeding layers.

In case of deep water tables and historically dry subsurface sediments (conditions which are common in undeveloped alluvial desert
basins), a major portion of infiltrated water remains in transit in
the vadose zone (Bouwer, 1980).

Such an "investment" of recharged water

to make up existing moisture deficits as the wetting front advances
through a deep, dry vadose zone can offset a significant portion of the
volume of water being recharged.

Hence, surface spreading of recharge

water may not always be a viable method of recharge.

As an alternative

in such cases, multi- purpose, injection -extraction wells may be necessary
to achieve ground -water recharge by short -circuiting flaw through the
vadose zone.

Geological impediments, such as impeding layers resulting

in perched water, may also require the use of injection well methods.
The potential for recharge and application of different recharge methods
is site specific and varies from basin to basin.

Recharge potential must consider water quality impacts in addition
to water storage and transmission factors.

Changes in water quality

characteristics may occur during transit of recharged water through the
vadose zone (Bouwer, 1980).

In fact, where recharged water reaches the

water table, the quality of native ground water may be significantly
altered.

Water quality, therefore, could be a potential problem in

areas existing or abandoned agricultural lands, particularly with surfarg
spreading techniques.

Deep percolation beneath irrigated lands could

pose a potential threat to ground-water quality due to higher salt concentrations and the presence of nitrates and residues of other agricultural chemicals leached from the root zone (Bouwer, 1980).

The potential

of adverse water quality impacts appear to be minimal, since most of the
alluvial basins in the area of interest remain relatively undeveloped.

BASIN DESCRIPTIONS
The five representative basins described are Butler Valley, the
Hubbard Plain, Biscuit Flat, Picacho-McClellans Wash and two sites in
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the upper Santa Cruz Basin.
in Figures 1A-5A.

General location of these basins is noted

A generalized basin structure and stratigraphic

sequence of aquifer geology for each basin is presented in Figures 1B5B.

A descriptive evaluation of the recharge potential of each basin

follows.

These evaluations are based on existing hydrogeologic in-

formation, which is generally taken from sources noted in the Selected
References/Reports section for each basin description.

A summaxy matrix

is also attached to provide a quick relative comparison of recharge
potential among the five basins.
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BUTLER VALLEY

Geographic Overview
Butler Valley is a flat, rectangular alluvial basin in northeastern
La Paz County, Arizona.

This 160 square -mile basin lies between the

Bill Williams River and the Central Arizona Project (CAP) Granite Reef
Aqueduct, approximately 35 miles east and five miles south of Parker,
Arizona.

Butler Valley is drained by Cunningham Wash, an ephemeral

watercourse which flows southwesterly into the Ranegras Plain and Bouse
The upper end of this valley is four miles south of the Alamo Dam

Wash.

and Reservoir on the Bill Williams River, while the lower end of the
Valley is less than one mile upgradient fran the existing CAP aqueduct.
General location of this basin is noted in Figure lA.

Hydrogeologic Setting
Butler Valley is an alluvial -filled basin consisting primarily of

silt, sand, clay and gravel deposits, ranging in depth from about 1,000
to 2,000 feet.

Aquifer stratigraphy of Butler Valley is typical of the

West Basins characterized by Pool (1984).

General stratigraphy of these

basins consists of highly faulted and tilted bedrock overlain by deep,
layered alluvial fill.

See Figure lB for a.generalized basin structure

and stratigraphic sequence of aquifer geology of a characteristic West
Basin.

In these basins, alluvial fill is separated into lower and upper

units which together are about 2,000 feet thick.

The lower basin fill

comprises the main aquifer and typically is limited to the central basin
area, although sale saturated basin fill may overlie shallow bedrock at
basin margins (Pool, 1984).

A typical stratigraphic sequence of lower

basin fill consists of an approximate 1,000 -foot interval of fine -grained

sediments, including mudstone and evaporites, overlain by about 500 feet
of coarser, less consolidated fine -grained sediments.

Lower basin fill

is moderately to highly consolidated and has extensive fine -grained

material in the central basin area; whereas, upper basin fill is less
consolidated, thinner and contains fewer fine- grained sediments. The
thin layer of upper basin fill - which consists of heterogeneous silt,

sand and gravel deposits less than 200 feet thick - is generally
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Figure lA - General location of Butler Valley.
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unsaturated, occurring above the water table.

Recent stream alluvium

along major surface drainage does not occur in these basins (Pool, 1984).

Sediments that fill West Basins are hydraulically connected, typically forming a single aquifer system (Anderson, 1984).' Since Butler
Valley is relatively undeveloped, the ground - water flow system is essentially

in equilibrium and ground water occurrence is relatively uniform throughout
the basin.

Groundwater typically occurs under unconfined conditions, al-

though semi -confined conditions may exist in localized areas.

Available

well logs in the lower portion of the basin suggest dry alluvium to a
depth of 200 feet, an unconfined aquifer in unconsolidated alluvium from
200 to 600 feet deep and a semiconfined aquifer in semiconsolidated alluvium below 600 feet (Water and Power Resources Service, 1979).

Natural

recharge (inflow) to Butler Valley is small and consists of minor
mountain -front recharge and infiltrated streamflow beneath Cunningham
Wash, the ephemeral watercourse that drains Butler Valley.

Natural dis-

charge (outflow) consists of evapotranspiration losses at the downstream
end and probable, but undetermined, underflcw into the Ranegras Plain.

Additional data are required to adequately define the regional water

budget and groundwater flow system, particularly outflow in the lower
end of the basin into the Ranegras Plain.

Limited hydrogeologic data including driller and geophysical logs
are available for the Butler Valley area.

Water levels range from 95

feet in the lower (southern) end to more than 500 feet in the upper end
(Metzger, 1951 and Wilkins and Webb, 1976).

The slope of the water table

is significantly less than that of the land surface and the depth to
water becomes progressively greater toward the upper (northern) end of
the Valley.

Limited field investigations have been conducted to characterize the
layered alluvium, impermeable boundaries and hydraulic properties of the

aquifer sediments (Water and Per Resources Service, 1979).

Aquifer

tests, consisting of a step- drawdown test and a constant -discharge per-

formance test, were performed on a 1,200 foot production well in the
Results of these tests indicate an

west- central portion of the basin.
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average tr n

issivity (T) of about 50,000 gallons per day per foot,

ranging from 47,000 to 58,000 gallons per day per foot (Water and Power
Resources Service, 1979).

The aquifer - performance test yielded a

maximum pumping rate of about 2,200 gallons per minute with 122 feet of
drawdown.

Irrigation wells in the area are reported to yield as much

as 3,000 gallons per minute with 118 feet of drawdown and 270 foot of
lift (Water and Power Resources Service, 1979).

Hydrogeologic data

from the aquifer tests were used to develop a two -dimensional finite-

difference model of the aquifer, which was in turn used to simulate

performance of a proposed well field for large scale groundwater
extraction.

Inasmuch as an observation well was not used in conjunction

with the aquifer tests, for modeling purposes a specific yield value
(storage coefficient) ranging from 10 to 20 percent was estimated,
based upon interpretation of available geologic and geophysical logs.

Geophysical studies included a seismic reflection survey of selected
areas of the Valley and bore -hole geophysical logging of a 1,520 foot

pilot hole (Water and Power Resources Service, 1979).

Although water gmlity data are sparse, water quality in Butler
Valley appears to be unusually good at about 400 ppm total dissolved
solids (TDS).

High dissolved fluoride levels (6.4 mg /1) have been de-

tected in a well in the lower end of the basin, while a well in the upper
end of the basin indicated 0.2 mg/1 dissolved fluoride (Wilkins and
Webb, 1976).

Surficial soils in Butler Valley are predaninatly of the Coolidge
and Antho series within the Coolidge- Wellton -Antho association, which

occupies lower alluvial fans and broad valley plains between low
mountain ranges (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1974).

Soils of

this association are greater than 60 inches in depth, consisting of
moderately coarse- textured sandy loam which has formed in old alluvium.

Subtratum of the Coolidge soils are typically calcareous, averaging more
Permeability of these soils is

than 15 percent calcium carbonate.

moderately rapid, ranging from two to six inches per hour.
Alternative water sources for recharge include:

7

(1) Central

Arizona Project supplies and other Colorado River flows (e.g. flood
flows) distributed via the CAP aqueduct; (2) Bill Williams River water
stored in the Alamo Reservoir; and (3) surface runoff to Cunningham
Wash.

Recharge Potential
Overall, recharge potential of Butler Valley appears to be excellent based on preliminary assessment of existing hydrogeologic data.

Depth to water (less than 100 feet in the lower portion) and surface
infiltration rates ranging from two to six inches per hour (classified as
moderately rapid) are extremely favorable.

Viable methods of recharge

may include surface spreading or a canbination of spreading basins and
injection wells.

Ground -water quality problems due to deep percolation

beneath irrigated lands appear to be minimal.

Land Use and Ownership
Butler Valley is sparsely populated and relatively undeveloped
with ground -water pompage estimated at 4,000 acre -feet in 1974 (Wilkins

and Webb, 1976) and approximately 2,000 areas of agricultural lands
existing in 1979 (U. S. Water and Power Resources Service, 1979).

Land ownership is restricted because, with minor exceptions, the Valley
consists of public lands managed by the U. S. Bureau of Land Management
Land ownership -control is distributed

or Arizona State Land Department.
as follows:

U. S. Bureau of Land Management

- 71%

Arizona State Land Department

- 24%

Other (private, misc.)

- 5%

In summary, geographic location, hydrogeologic characteristics and
land ownership make this alluvial basin an area with extraordinary
potential for demonstrating ground -water recharge, recovery and conjunctive water management.

8
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HUBBARD PLAIN

Geographic Overview
Hubbard Plain is a small, extremely flat desert plain in southeastern La. Paz County, approximately 35 miles east of Quartzite,
Arizona.

This 100 square -mile plain comprises a subbasin of the

Ranegras Plain and is included in the Harquahala Irrigation Nonexpansion Area designated by the Arizona Department of Water Resources.

Hubbard Plain is in the southeastern portion of the Ranegras Plain
immediately west of the Harquahala Plains area between the Little
Harquahala and Eaglet ail Mountains,

This basin is drained by Bouse

Wash, an ephemeral watercourse which flows through Ranegras Plain to
the northwest.

The Central Arizona Project (CAP) Granite Reef Aqueduct

bisects the central portion of the plain in an east -west direction

generally parallel to Interstate 10.

General location of this basin is

noted in Figure 2A.

Hydrogeologic Setting
Hydrogeologic information describing aquifer stratigraphy, hydranlics
and water quality in the Hubbard Plain is very limited, since the area is
virtually undeveloped.

The main water - bearing unit is principally alluvium

fill, which consists of layered clay, silt, sand and gravel deposits.

Based on geographic proximity, it seems reasonable to assume that the
areal hydrogeology would be similar to that of the Ranegras Plain and the
adjacent Haryana-1a Plains

,

both of which are typical of the West Basins

characterized by Post (1984). See Figure 2B for a generalized basin structure and stratigraphic sequence of aquifer geology in such basins
General stratigraphy of these basins consists of highly faulted and tilted
bedrock overlain by deep layered alluvial fill.

In West Basins, alluvial fill is separated into lower and upper
units, which together are about 2,000 feet thick.

The lower basin fill

camprises the main aquifer and Lypically is limited to the central basin
area, although some saturated basin fill may overlie shallow bedrock at
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basin margins (Pool, 1984).

A Lypical stratigraphie sequence of lower

basin fill consists of an approximate 1,000 -foot interval of fine -

grained sediments, including mudstone and evaporites, overlain by about
500 feet of coarser, less consolidated fine -grained sediments.

Lower

basin fill is moderately to highly consolidated and has extensive fine -

grained material in the central basin area; whereas, upper basin fill
is less consolidated, thinner and contains fewer fine -grained sediments.

The thin layer of upper basin fill - which consists of heterogeneous silt,

sand and gravel deposits less than 200 feet thick - is generally unsaturated, occurring above the water table.

Recent stream alluvium

along major surface drainage does not occur in these basins (Pool, 1984).

Hydraulic properties of these subsurface formations in the Hubbard Plain
have not been quantified using analytical methods such as aquifer performance tests.

Sediments that fill the West Basins are hydraulically connected,
typically forming a single aquifer (Anderson, 1984).

Since the Hubbard

Plain is essentially undeveloped, the ground-water system is likely in
equilibrium and ground-water occurrence uniform throughout the basin.

Groundwater typically occurs under unconfined conditions, although
semiconfined conditions may exist in localized areas.

Groundwater re-

charges the aquifer system underlying the Hubbard Plain primarily
through minor streamflow infiltration along the upper Bouse Wash and
nearby mountain fronts and probable underfloor frai the Ranegras Plain

Ground water discharges by underfloor into the Harquahala Plains area and
negligible withdrawals by pumping.

Additional data are required to

adequately define the regional water budget and ground-water flow system,
including boundaries and recharge -discharge areas.

Water level data are unavailable since there are only one or two
wells in the area, none of which have been measured.

Water levels in

the eastern Ranegras Plain and western Harquahala Plains, however,

could reasonably be extrapolated for estimating water levels in Hubbard
Plain.

As an example, depth to water in three wells in the western

portion of the Harquahala Plains area close to Interstate 10 averages
slightly greater than 400 feet (Graf, 1980).

The water level in one

well in an adjacent portion of the eastern Ranegras Plain is 332 feet

below land surface (Wilkins and Webb, 1976).

Static water -level measure-

ments indicate that ground water beneath Hubbard Plain probably moves
eastward into the Harquahala Plains area south of Lone Mountain generally
parallel to Interstate 10 as underfloor beneath Centennial Wash (Graf,
1980).

Surface water flows westward into Bouse Wash, a mainstream

tributary of the Colorado River which drains the Ranegras Plain to the
northwest.

Water quality data in the Hubbard Plain are nonexistent.

Such

data can reasonably be extrapolated from the Harquahala Plains area
immediately adjacent to the east into which ground water from Hubbard
Plain probably flows.

Average data from seven wells, concentrated down

gradient approximately eight to ten miles east of Hubbard Plain in the
western Harquahala Plains area, indicate 633 mg /1 total dissolved solids
(lDS), 8 mg /1 dissolved nitrate (NO3) ion and 3.0 mg /1 dissolved fluoride
(Graf, 1980)

.

Surficial soils in the Hubbard Plain are predaninatly

of the

Coolidge and Antho series within the Coolidge- Wellton -Antho associ-

ation, which occupies lower alluvial fane and broad valley plains
between low mountain ranges (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1974).
Soils of this association are greater than 60 inches in depth, consisting of moderately coarse- textured sandy loam which has formed in old
alluvium.

Substratum of the Coolidge soils are typically calcareous,

averaging more than 15 percent calcium carbonate.

Permeability of

these soils is moderately rapid, ranging from two to six inches per
hour.

Alternative water sources for recharge include Central Arizona
Project supplies and other Colorado River flows (e.g. flood flows)
distributed via the CAP Aqueduct System.

Recharge Potential
Overall, recharge potential in the Hubbard Plain appears to be
good based on preliminary assessment of existing hydrogeologic data,
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which were extrapolated from two adjacent basins - Ranegras Plain and
the Harquahala Plains area.

Depth to water estimated to range from 300

to 400 feet is only marginally favorable, but the surface infiltration
rate is good ranging fran two to six inches /hour (classified as moderately
rapid).

Surface spreading methods may be effective, but based upon exces-

sive depths to water injection wells may be necessary.

Potential ground-

water quality problems due to deep percolation beneath irrigated lands
would be negligible, since the Hubbard Plain is virtually undeveloped.

Land Use and Ownership
The Hubbard Plain is sparsely populated and virtually undeveloped.

Land ownership is restricted because, with minor exceptions, the Plain
consists of public lands managed by the U. S. Bureau of Land Management
or Arizona State Land Department.

Land ownership- control is distributed

as follows:

U. S. Bureau of Land Management -73%
Arizona State Land Department

-24%

Other (private, misc.)

- 39'0

In summary, geographic location, hydrogeologic characteristics and
land ownership make this alluvial basin an area with good overall potential for demonstrating ground -water recharge, recovery and conjunctive

water management
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BISCUIT FLAT

Geographic Overview
Biscuit Flat is a ß7l, alluvial basin in north -central Maricopa
County, Arizona.

This 35 square -mile basin lies immediately west of

Interstate 17 and adjacent to New River on the east, approximately 25
miles north of Phoenix, Arizona.

Biscuit Flat is drained by New River

and Deadman Wash, a major tributary of New River, in the southwest
portion of the New River -Cave Creek groundwater basin.

The basin is

located approximately seven miles southeast of the proposed New Waddell

Dan on the Agua Fria River and is within the Lake Pleasant subbasin of
the Phoenix Active Management Area, a designated ground-water management unit of the Arizona Department of Water Resources.

The Central

Arizona Project(CAP) Granite Reef Aqueduct passes within two miles of
the southeast (lower) portion of Biscuit Flat.

General location of this

basin is noted in Figure 3A.

Hydrogeologic Setting
Hydrogeologic information describing aquifer stratigraphy, hydraulics and water quality in Biscuit Flat is limited.

Few long -term water -

level measurements and pumpage data are available in the area.

On the

basis of available date, the main water - bearing unit consists of uncon-

solidated to semi- consolidated silt, sand and gravel deposits.

Water

bearing characteristics of these heterogeneous deposits vary greatly
due to large differences in the rock type and extent of fracturing.
Generally, the deposits are more than 800 feet thick (Cooley, 1973).

Basalt flows, which may transit water effectively where fractured, are
interbedded with the silt, sand and gravel unit (Littin, 1979).

On the basis of aquifer stratigraphy, the general hydrogeology of
the Biscuit Flat area is typical of the Central Basins characterized
by Pool (1984).

See Figure 3B for a generalized basin structure and

stratigraphic sequence of aquifer geology in such basins

General

stratigraphy of these basins consists of highly faulted and tilted bedrock overlain by deep layered basin fill, which is separated into upper
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and lower units.

In Central Basins, the main aquifer is the upper 1,000 feet of
sediments that include upper basin fill and recent stream alluvium
(Pool, 1984).

Lower basin fill is typically 5,000 feet thick or more

and contains moderately to consolidated, fine -grained sediments, in-

cluding mudstones and evaporites, in the central basin areas.

Upper

basin fill generally contains a fine -grained unit that is smaller in
areal extent, less consolidated and thinner than the fine- grained

deposits in the lower basin fill.

Recent stream alluvium along the

major drainages is as much as 300 feet thick (Anderson, 1984). Hydraulic properties of these subsurface formations in Biscuit Flat have not
been quantified using analytical methods such as, aquifer performance tests.

Sediments that fill the Central Basins are hydraulically connected,
typically forming a single aquifer (Anderson, 1984).

Since the Biscuit

Flat area is relatively undeveloped, the ground - water system is likely

in equilibrium and ground-water occurrence uniform throughout the
basin.

Ground water typically occurs under unconfined conditions,

although semiconfined conditions may exist in localized areas.

Ground

water recharges the aquifer system underlying the Biscuit Flat primarily
through small to moderate streamflow infiltration along New River and
Deadman Wash and nearby mountain fronts and probable underfloor from adjacent basins.

Ground water discharges by underfloor into the Aqua Fire

Basin and very limited ground water withdrawals.

Additional data are

required to adequately define the regional water budget and ground-water
flow system, including boundaries and recharge -discharge areas.

Large differences in depth to water, well productivity and chemical,

quality of water occur in relatively short distances, which indicate the
diverse hydrologic conditions in the area adjacent to Biscuit Flat
(generally the New River -Cave Creek area).

Depth to water is estimated

to range from 200 to 400 feet below the land surface and depends to sane
extent on local topography.

Water levels (1976 -77) in two wells located

in the southeastern portion of the basin averaged about 269 feet (Littin,
1979).

Depth to water in a third well located in the central portion

was 207 feet (1976 -77).
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In the Biscuit Flat area the ground water generally is of good

Total dis-

chemical quality, although water gii'1ity data are sparse.

solved sólids ('IDS) average 280 mg /1 in three wells located in the

central portion and dissolved fluoride concentrations average 0.5 mg /1
in the same three wells (Littin, 1979).

Surficial soils of the Biscuit Flat area are predaninatly of the
Ebon- Pinamt- Tremant association, which consists of deep gravelly loam

soils on gently sloping, old alluvival fans (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1973).

The soil profile is moderately alkaline throughout and

the lower portion of the profile is visibly calcareous.

Permeability of

these soils ranges from moderately slow (0.2 - 0.6 inches per hour) in
the upper profile (0 - 36 inches) to moderate (0.6 - 2.0 inches per
hour) in the lower profile (36 - 60 inches).

Alternative water sources for recharge include: (1) Central Arizona
Project supplies; (2) Agua Fria River water stored in Lake Pleasant and
(3) surface runoff to New River.

Recharge Potential
Overall, recharge potential in the Biscuit Flat area appears to be
good based on preliminary assessment of existing hydrogeologic data.
Depth to water is reasonably favorable, ranging between 200 and 400 feet,
and the surface infiltration rate is fair, ranging fran 0.2 to 2.0 inches
per hour (classified as moderately slow to moderate).

Surface spreading

methods may be effective, but based upon prevailing infiltration rates
injection wells may be the most effective recharge method.

Potential

ground -water quality problems due to deep percolation beneath irrigated

lands would be negligible, since the Biscuit Fiat area is relatively
undeveloped.

Land Use and Ownership
This basin is sparsely populated and relatively undeveloped.
ownership control is distributed as follows.
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Land

U. S. Bureau of Land Management

- 0%

Arizona State Land Department

- 89%
- 11%

Other (private and miss )

In summary, geographic location, hydrogeologic characteristics an
land ownership make this alluvial basin an area with good overall pote
tial for demonstrating ground -water recharge, recovery and conjunctive

water management
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PICAO- MCCILLANS WASH

Geographic Overview
Picacho-MeClellans Wash is a 160 square -mile basin in the lower Santa
Cruz Basin of Pinal County, Arizona.

The basin, drained by McClellan

Wash and numerous tributaries, is approximately ten miles east of Eloy,

Arizona, in the extreme northwest portion of the Avra Valley Subbasin of
the Tucson Active Management Area, a designated ground -water management

unit of the Arizona Department of Water Resources.

Proposed alignment of

the Central Arizona Project (CAP) Tucson Aqueduct is through Picacho Pugs
and will traverse the lower (southern) end of this basin in an easterly
direction north of Interstate 10.

General location of Picacho - McClellan

Wash is noted in Figure 4A.

Hydrogeologic Setting
Detailed hydrogeologic data describing aquifer stratigraphy, hydraulics and water quality in Picacho- McClellan Wash are limited.

The main

water - bearing unit consists principally of unconsolidated alluvial

deposits in three stratigraphie units:

an upper sand and gravel unit,-a

silt and clay unit and a lower sand and gravel unit (Konieczki) and
English, 1979).

The upper sand and gravel unit is at (or near) the sur-

face in most of the area, ranging from 50 feet to 600 feet thick.

The

silt and gravel unit is typically fran 100 feet to 600 feet below surface.
The lower sand and gravel unit is a mixture of sand, gravel and clay,

which is usually more cemented than the upper unit (Koniemki and English,
1979).

surface.

This unit is typically fran 300 to nearly 2,000 feet below the
The upper and the lower sand and gravel units are the main source

of ground water.

On the basis of aquifer stratigraphy, the general hydro-

geology of the Picacho - McClellan Wash area is typical of the Central

Basins characterized by Pool (1984).

See Figure 4B for a generalized

basin structure and stratigraphie sequence of aquifer geology in such
basins.

General stratigraphy of these basins consists of highly faulted

and tilted bedrock overlain by thick layered basin fill, which is separated
into upper and lower units.
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Figure 4A - General location of Picacho-McClellnns
Wash.
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In Central Basins, the main aquifer is the upper 1,000 feet of
sediments that include upper basin fill and recent stream alluvium.
(Pool, 1984). Lower basin fill is typically 5,000 feet thick or more
and contains moderately to consolidated fine -grained sediments, in-

cluding mudstones and evaporites, in the central basin areas. Upper
basin fill contains a fine -grained unit that is smaller in areal
extent, less consolidated and thinner than the fine -grained deposits in
the lower basin fill.

Recent stream alluvium along the major drainages

is as much as 300 feet thick (Anderson, 1984).

Hydraulic properties of

these subsurface formations in the Picacho-McClellans Wash area have not
been quantified using analytical methods such as aquifer performance tests.
Sediments that fill the Central Basins are hydraulically connected,
typically forming a single aquifer (Anderson, 1984).

Ground water typi-

cally occurs under unconfined conditions, although semiconfined conditions
may exist in localized areas.

Ground water recharges the aquifer system

underlying Picacho- McClellans Wash primarily through small to moderate

amounts of streamflow infiltration along McClellans Wash and numerous
tributaries and nearby mountain fronts.

Ground water discharges asunder-

flow toward the Santa Cruz Flats area south of Eloy and withdrawals for
limited irrigation in the lower (southwestern) portion of the basin.

Addi-

tional data are required to adequately define the regional water budget
and ground -water system, including boundaries and recharge -discharge
areas.

Water level data from three wells in the Picacho-McClellans Wash
area indicate an average depth to water of 300 feet (Konieczki and
English, 1979).

Water levels in the extreme southwest portions of the

basin range between 200 to 300 feet below

land surface in the small

area of irrigated agriculture straddling Interstate 10.
Water quality data in Picacho- McClellans Wash are limited.

Dis-

solved -solids concentrations in ground water from three wells average 660
ppm (mg /1).

Dissolved fluoride concentrations average 0.7 mg /1 for

the same wells (Koniec7ki and English, 1979).
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Surficial soils of the Picacho-McClellans Wash area are predominantly
of the Mohall- Vecont association, which consists of deep moderately fine
and fine- textured sandy to clay loam soils (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1972).

These soils are located on nearly level positions of

valley slopes and formed in mixed alluvium.

The Mohall soils consist

of loam or sandy loam surface layers and clay loam subsoils with strong
limp zones.

The Vecont soils consist of clay loam or clay surface layers

and clay subsoils.

Permeability of these soils ranges from moderately

slay (0.2 to 0.6 inches per hour) to slow (0.06 to 0.20 inches per hour)
in the subsoil and substratum of the soil profile.

These permeability

classes may limit the effectiveness of infiltration processes through
water -spreading basins.

Alternative water sources for recharge include:

(1) Central Arizona

Project supplies; (2) water stored in Picacho Reservoir and (3) surface
runoff to McClellans Wash.

Recharge Potential
Overall, recharge potential of the Picacho- McClellans Wash area

appears to be good based on existing hydrogeologic data.

Depth to water

is reasonably favorable, ranging between 200 to 300 feet, while surface
infiltration rates are fair, ranging from 0.2 to 0.6 inches /hour (classified as moderately slaw).

Based upon depths to water, possible impeding

layers and moderately slow surface infiltration rates, injection wells

may be necessary in conjunction with or as an alternative to surface
spreading basins

The potential of groundwater quality problems from

deep percolation beneath irrigated lands appears to be minimal, since
the area is relatively undeveloped except in the extreme lower portion.

Land Use and Ownership

This basin is sparsely populated and relatively undeveloped with
about 4,500 acres under irrigation in 1976.

This irrigated area straddles

Interstate 10 in the southwestern portion near Picacho Pass.
ownership -control is distributed as follows.
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Land

U. S. Bureau of Land Management

- 3%

Arizona State Land Department

- 87%

Other (private, misc.)

- 10%

In summary, with its strategic location within the Tucson active

Management Area and favorable hydrogeology, there is considerable interest in the Picacho- McClellans Wash basin as a site for interim

regulatory storage of CAP supplies for the Tucson metropolitan area.

This basin appears to have good overall potential for demonstration
and operation of facilities for recharge, recovery and conjunctive
water management.
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UPPER SANTA CRUZ BASIN

Geographic Overview
This area of interest is within the central portion of the upper
Santa Cruz Basin commonly referred to as the Tucson subbasin in eastern
Pima County, Arizona.

The Tucson subbasin includes the Tucson metro-

politan area and is entirely within the Tucson Active Management Area
(AMA), a designated groundwater management unit of the Arizona Department of Water Resources.

This area, drained by the Santa Cruz River, is

approximately three to four miles upgradient from the Tucson metropol-

Terminus of the proposed San Xavier delivery line of the

itan area.

Central Arizona Project (CAP) Tucson Aqueduct is approximately two
miles west of the Santa Cruz River in the upper (southern) portion of
the area.

General location of this area is noted in Figure 5A.

Hydrogeologic Setting
Refer to appended information and the attached summary matrix for
site- specific hydrogeologic.detail of two potential recharge sites

previously investigated by the University of Arizona Water Resources
Research Center (Resnick, DeCook and Wilson, 1981). General hydrogeology
of this area is typical of Central Basins characterized by Pool (1984).

See Figure 5B for a generalized basin structure and typical aquifer
stratigraphy for such basins.

General stratigraphy of these basins con-

sists of highly faulted and tilted bedrock overlain by thick layered
basin fill, which is separated into upper and lower units.
In Central Basins, the main aquifer is the upper 1,000 feet of

sediments that include upper basin fill and recent stream alluvium
(Pool, 1984).

Lower basin fill is typically 5,000 feet thick or more

and contains moderately to consolidated fine- grained sediments, includ-

ing mudstones and evaporites, in the central basin areas.

Upper basin

fill contains a fine -grained unit that is smaller in areal extent, less
consolidated and thinner than the fine -grained deposits in the lower
basin fill.

Recent stream alluvium along the major drainages is as

much as 300 feet thick (Anderson, 1984).
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Hydraulic properties of these
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subsurface formations have not been quantified in the vicinity of the
two potential recharge sites using analytical methods such as aquifer
performance tests.

Sediments that fill Central Basins are hydraulically connected,
Lypically forming a single aquifer (Anderson, 1984) .

Groundwater

typically occurs under unconfined conditions, although semi- confined
conditions may exist in localized areas.

Groundwater recharges the

aquifer system underlying this area of the upper Santa Cruz Basin

primarily through streamflaw infiltration along the Santa Cruz River
and nearby mountain fronts and ground-water underfloor.

Ground water

discharges as ground-water outflow, evapotranspiration losses by

phreatophytes and extensive withdrawals for municipal, industrial and
irrigation uses.

Additional data are required to adequately define a

site -specific water budget and ground -water flow system for the area

of interest, which includes two potential recharge sites.

Water level data presented in the attached summary matrix are
from site - specific investigations (Resnick et al. ,

1981). Recent

(1981 -82) water level measurements indicate an average depth to water

of 109 feet based on two wells in vicinity of site no. 6 and 143 feet

based on one well near site no. 7 (Murphy and Hedley, 1984). Water

qm Uty data Pram two wells near site no. 6 averaged a total dissolved
solids (TDS) conentration of 332 ppm (mg /1) and 1.1 mg /1 dissolved fluo-

rides; whereas, water in a single well near site no. 7 contained 248 ppm
ZDS and 1.1 mg /1 dissolved fluorides (Murphy and Hedley, 1984).

Surficial soils of the area of interest are predaninatly of the
Grabe- Anthony -Gila association and Riverwash mapping unit described

in the area's modern soil survey (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1972).
Soils at site no. 6 are predaminatly in the Grabe- Anthony -Gila association,

generally characterized as loam to gravelly sandy loam located on low
terraces, alluvial fans and floodplains.

Texture of these well- drained

soils is typically a stratified loam of very fine silt loam to silty
clay loam with occasional fine gravel on the surface.

The profile of

both the Grabe and Gila series is typically moderately alkaline and the
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Grabe profile is generally calcareous throughout.

Permeability of these

soils ranges fran moderately slow (0.2 - 0.6 inches per hour) to moderate
(0.6 - 2.0 inches per hour).

Soils at site no. 7 are classified as

Riverwash, which is an excessively drained soil material that is stratified and a course -textured gravelly sand.

These soils are located in

channels and on adjacent floodplaìns of the Santa Cruz River and consequently subject to periodic flooding.

Permeability of these soils is

classified rapid, ranging from six to 20 inches per hour.

Alternative water sources for recharge include Central Arizona
Project supplies delivered through the San Xavier delivery line of the
Tucson Aqueduct and the Santa Cruz River flows.

Surface flows including

flood flous could be diverted and detained for subsequent recharge at
both potential sites.

Recharge Potential
Refer to appended information and summary matrix for site specific
details of the recharge potential of two proposed sites (site no. 6 and
site no. 7) located in this area of the upper Santa Cruz Basin.
recharge potential of site no. 6 appears to be fair to good.

Overall,

Depth to

water at 95 feet is extremely favorable; however, probable perching
layers at 70 to 90 feet and below 90 feet may impede recharge.

Surface

infiltration rates are good ranging from 0.6 to 2.0 inches per hour
(classified as moderate).
be excellent.

Recharge potential at site no. 7 appears to

Depth to water at 132 feet and surface infiltration rates

ranging from six to 20 inches per hour (classified as rapid) are extremely favorable.

Surface spreading basins appear to be a viable re-

charge method at these sites, particularly site no. 7.

Probable perch-

ing layers above the water -table, however, may require injection wells
at site no. 6.

The potential of ground -water quality problems from

deep percolation beneath irrigated lands appears to be minimal, since
both sites are on the San Xavier Indian Reservation in an area which is
undeveloped.

Surface runoff and underfloor from upgradient irrigated

lands and mine tailing ponds, however, could potentially contribute to
deterioration of ground-water quality at the recharge sites.
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Land Use -Ownership

Refer to appended information and the attached summary matrix for
site specific details of two potential recharge sites in this area.

One site is adjacent to the Santa Cruz River and the other site is within the channel of the Santa Cruz River.

Both sites are on the San Xavier

Indian Reservation held in trust by the federal government for the Papago
Tribe.

This location may constitute a potential institutional constraint

for use of these sites for recharge.

In summary, favorable hydrogeologic characteristics and geographic
proximity to the San Xavier terminus of the CAP Tucson Aqueduct make
these sites, particularly site no. 7 located immediately upstream from
the Interstate 19 bridge, an excellent location to regulate the storage
and recharge of CAP water supplies for the Tucson metropolitan area.
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Santa Cruz

Major Watershee

Site -Specific Information

T16S,R13E Sec. 2.
(Former Santa Cruz River Channel)

© LOCATION: San Xavier Indian Reservation.

Distance from Wash: Next to wash; must divert considerably
upstream because of incision of Santa Cruz
River (South of Pima Mine Road).
WATERSHED AREA AT SITE
2,100 square miles (WRRC from USGS)

EST/MATED FLOW AT SITE
100 year peak rate:
50 year peak rate:
peak of record:

30,000 cubic feet per second (COE)
23,000 cubic feet per second (COE)
18,000 cubic feet per second (COE)

ESTIMATED POTENTIAL DETITION STORAGE
Up to 2,000 acre -feet, 1,600 cubic feet per second.
Potentially many times this (see Comments).

SITE AREA
300 -400 acres

OWNERSHIP

San Xavier Papago Indians (Federal Government Trust)
LAND USE
Present :

Range

Planned :

Range

METHOD OF CONTROL
Diversion and detention.
PCl/POSE OF CONTROL

Flow reduction and recharge.

IF RECHARGE, ,METHOD

Basins

Soil:

Coarse to fine in channel, very fine elsewhere.

Subsurface Geology:
Coarse to 70 feet; up to 50% clay 70 -90 feet, this
is a probable perching layer; below 90 feet slightly
cemented conglomerate, another probable perching layer.
Recharge potential is fair; with downstream release
is good. Well log not available, confidential.
Depth to Water:
95 feet
Distance to Wells Benefitted:
1 mile

IF USE, TYPE

COMMENTS :

Unlined low -gradient diversion canal could in
itself be a good recharge mechanism. This
project could be integrated with the proposals of Olberg
and Schanck (1913) including levees and diversion canals.
Such a project could detain large volumes of water.
Institutional constraints may be a problem.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Site is recommended for further study and for
implementation of proposed diversion /detention/
recharge project.
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Santa Cruz

Major Watershed

Site -Specific Information

0 LOCATION: At I -19 bridge by Martinez Hill on Santa Cruz River
San Xavier Indian Reservation. T15S,R13E, Sec. 26.

Distance from Wash:
In Wash

WATERSHED AREA AT SITE
2,100 square miles (WRFC from USGS)

ESTIMATED FLOW AT SITE (from US Army Corps of Engineers, 1979b)
100 year peak rate:
50 year peak rate:
25 year peak rate:

30,000 cubic feet per second
23,200 cubic feet per second
18,000 cubic feet per second

ESTIMATED POTENTIAL DETENTION STORAGE
1,000 -2,000 acre -feet, or up to 1,600 cubic
feet per second.

SITE AREA
130 acres

OWNERSHIP
San Xavier Papago Indians (Federal Government Trust)

LAND USE
Present :

None - riverbed

Planned:

Riverbed

METHOD OF CONTROL
Detention

PCRPOSE OF CONTROL
Recharge

[348 j

IF RECHARGE, METHOD
Detention and release.
Soil:

Coarse

Recharge Rate downstream 16 miles is
(Burkham, in E.S. Davidson,
Generally there's some cementation in older
1973).
Santa Cruz sediments 'below 200 feet, but water level
Recharge potential is excellent.
is above this.
The U of A Dept. of Soils, Water and Engineering has
the log for the nearest well, but it is confidential
and not available for publication.
Depth to Water: 132 feet

Subsurface Geology:

480 acre - feet /mile /year

Distance to Wells Benefitted:

1/2 mile

IF USE, TYPE
All

COMMÆNTS :

Need to study effects on geomorphology of Santa Cruz
Good place to regulate recharge of CAP
River.
water. May be institutional problems with this
site.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Site is recommended for further study and for
implementation of proposed diversion /detention/
recharge project.
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